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ABSTRACT
Despite its growing use in critical infrastructure services,
the performance of IP(v4) Anycast and its interaction with
IP routing practices is not well understood. In this pa-
per, we present the results of a detailed measurement study
of IP Anycast. Our study uses a two-pronged approach.
First, using a variant of known latency estimation tech-
niques, we measure the performance of current commercially
operational IP Anycast deployments from a large number
(>20,000) of vantage points. Second, we deploy our own
small-scale anycast service that allows us to perform con-
trolled tests under different deployment and failure scenar-
ios. To the best of our knowledge, our study represents the
first large-scale evaluation of existing anycast services and
the first evaluation of the behavior of IP Anycast under fail-
ure.

We find that: (1) IP Anycast, if deployed in an ad-hoc
manner, does not offer good latency-based proximity, (2) IP
Anycast, if deployed in an ad-hoc manner, does not provide
fast failover to clients, (3) IP Anycast typically offers good
affinity to all clients with the exception of those that ex-
plicitly load balance traffic across multiple providers, (4) IP
Anycast, by itself, is not effective in balancing client load
across multiple sites. We thus propose and evaluate practi-
cal means by which anycast deployments can achieve good
proximity, fast failover and control over the distribution of
client load. Overall, our results suggest that an IP Anycast
service, if deployed carefully, can offer good proximity, load
balance, and failover behavior.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.4 [Performance
of Systems]: Measurement techniques, Performance attrib-
utes.

General Terms: Measurement, Performance.

Keywords: IP Anycast, BGP, Proximity, Affinity, Failover,
Load Distribution.
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1. INTRODUCTION
IP Anycast [28] is an addressing mode in which the same

IP address is assigned to multiple hosts. Together, these
hosts form an IP Anycast group and each host is referred
to as an anycast server. Packets from a client destined to
the group address are automatically routed to the anycast
server closest to the client, where “closest” is in terms of the
metrics used by the underlying routing protocol. Since In-
ternet routing does not differentiate between multiple routes
to multiple hosts (as in IP Anycast) and multiple routes to
the same host (as in multihoming), IP Anycast is completely
backward compatible requiring no changes to (IPv4 or IPv6)
routers and routing protocols.

IP Anycast offers an attractive primitive for service dis-
covery – the route-to-closest-server abstraction offers reduced
access latency for clients, load-balancing across servers, and
network-level resilience to DDoS attacks while its implemen-
tation at the network layer allows these advantages to be
realized with no special configuration at clients or servers
and with no dependence on higher-layer services such as
the DNS. While this potential has long been recognized
[7,26,28], it is mostly in recent years that IP Anycast has
gained in importance. This is in large part due to its use
in the critical DNS root-server deployment – six of the thir-
teen DNS root-servers have been transparently replicated
using IP Anycast and this deployment continues to grow
[18]. In addition however, IP Anycast is being used in
a growing variety of infrastructure services. For example,
IP Anycast is used to improve the performance of caching
DNS servers [27], for drawing in private address space DNS
queries as part of the AS-112 project [39], to discover ren-
dezvous points for multicast groups [21], as a transition
mechanism from IPv4 to IPv6 [19], for sinkholing DoS at-
tacks [16] and for redirection in commercial CDNs [40]. Fi-
nally, recent research efforts have used IP Anycast to build
a proxy-based anycast service [4] and a next-generation ar-
chitecture deployment service [3,30].

However, despite its growing use in critical infrastructure
services, IP Anycast and its interaction with IP routing prac-
tices is not well understood. For example, the impact of any-
casting of DNS root-servers on clients that should, in theory,
access the closest server has not been analyzed in any detail.
Similarly, there has been no exploration of whether root-
server operators can control the load on individual servers
by manipulating their routing advertisements, nor of the
behavior of IP Anycast under server failure. Moreover, the
various applications of IP Anycast make different assump-
tions about the underlying service. For example, the use of



IP Anycast in CDNs assumes client packets are routed to a
proximal CDN server and that the impact of a server failure
on clients is shortlived (i.e., clients are quickly routed to a
different server). To gauge the effectiveness of IP Anycast in
existing deployments as also the feasibility of future usage
scenarios, it is imperative to evaluate the performance of IP
Anycast.

A couple of root-server operators [6,12] have offered valu-
able reports on the performance of their anycast deploy-
ments. These are probably the first reports on the perfor-
mance of IP Anycast and represent the best source of data
on operational IP Anycast deployments from the point of
view of the anycast servers. However, the analysis is pre-
liminary (as the authors themselves state) and details of the
study are not published, nor is the data publicly available.
Drawing from these, this paper presents a detailed study of
inter-domain IP Anycast as measured from a large number
of vantage points. Specifically, our study seeks to answer
the following questions:

1. What kind failover properties does a typical IP Anycast
deployment offer?

2. What kind of load distribution do existing IP Anycast
deployments see? Also, can the operator of an anycast
deployment control this distribution of client load?

3. Past studies [4,32] have reported that existing IP Any-
cast deployments may offer poor latency-based prox-
imity; i.e., many clients may not routed to the server
closest in terms of latency. Using a larger number of
clients and anycast groups, we aim to confirm and un-
derstand the reasons for this poor latency as well as
explore possible remedial measures.

4. Past studies [4,6,8,12,31] have presented conflicting re-
ports regarding the affinity1 offered by IP Anycast and
consequently, the ability to run stateful services of top
of anycast. We seek to measure, at scale, the affinity
offered by IP Anycast.

To explore these questions, we study four existing IP Any-
cast deployments including two anycasted DNS root-servers.
In terms of methodology, our study differs from previous ef-
forts on two fronts:

1. We use a variant of the King [17] measurement tech-
nique to observe and evaluate IP Anycast deployments
from a very large (>20,000) number of vantage points.
To the best of our knowledge, this represents a two order
of magnitude increase in the number of vantage points
from which IP Anycast deployments have been actively
probed for evaluation.

2. We deploy our own small scale IP Anycast service for
controlled evaluation of anycast under different deploy-
ment and failure scenarios. Performing such experi-
ments would be difficult using commercial IP Anycast
deployments such as the DNS root-servers.

The main results of this study are as follows:

1Affinity measures the extent to which consecutive anycast
packets from a client are delivered to the same anycast
server.

• We corroborate evidence from past studies indicating
that IP Anycast, by itself, does not offer good latency-
based proximity. For example, for the 13 server J-
root deployment, we find 8903 (≈40%) of the 22,281
measured clients are directed to a root-server that is
more than 100msec farther away from the closest server.
While the impact of inter-domain routing on end-to-end
path length has been well documented [34], we find that
inter-domain routing metrics have an even more severe
impact on the selection of paths to anycast destinations.

• We propose and evaluate a practical deployment scheme
designed to alleviate the proximity concerns surround-
ing IP Anycast. Specifically, ensuring that an ISP that
provides transit to an anycast server has global presence
and is (geographically) well covered by such servers im-
proves the latency-based proximity offered by the any-
cast deployment.

• We find that IP Anycast is affected by delayed routing
convergence and hence, clients using anycast services
may experience slow failover. However, our proposed
deployment scheme addresses this by reducing the scope
of routing convergence that follows a server failure and
hence, can ensure that clients failover at a fast rate. For
instance, we find that in case of a server failure in an IP
Anycast deployment conforming to our proposal, a vast
majority (>95%) of clients can be re-routed to other
operational servers in less than 20 seconds.

• Through a much larger scale study as compared to past
efforts, we find that the anycasting of an IP prefix does
not have any unfavorable interactions with inter-domain
routing. Hence, IP Anycast offers very good affinity for
all but a very small fraction of clients. Using tempo-
ral clustering, we show that the poor affinity observed
by this small fraction of clients can be attributed to
dynamic load-balancing mechanisms near them.

• We find that a naive IP Anycast deployment does not
lead to an even distribution of client load across servers.
However, we also propose and evaluate the impact of op-
erators manipulating BGP advertisements at individual
anycast servers to control their load. Our results show
that such mechanisms can achieve coarse-grained load
balancing across anycast servers.

Overall, our measurements show that an IP Anycast service
can be deployed so as to provide a robust substrate offering
good proximity and fast failover while allowing for coarse-
grained control over server load. In what follows, Section 2
reviews related measurement studies, Section 3 details the
IP Anycast deployments we measure in this paper while Sec-
tion 4 describes our measurement methodology. We describe
our proximity measurements in Section 5, failover measure-
ments in Section 6, affinity measurements in Section 7 and
load distribution measurements in Section 8. Finally, we
discuss related issues in Section 9, and conclude with Sec-
tion 10.

2. RELATED MEASUREMENT STUDIES
An invaluable vantage point for measuring anycast deploy-

ments is at the anycast servers themselves. In recent pre-
sentations [6,12], the operators of the J and K root-servers



report on their analysis of client logs collected at their any-
cast servers. They present the observed distribution of client
load and affinity. In terms of load distribution, both studies
report a skewed distribution of client load across their re-
spective deployments. With regard to affinity, the J-root op-
erators report instances of clients that exhibit poor affinity
and conjecture that anycast may not be suitable for stateful
services. By contrast, the K-root operators find that most
of their clients experience very high affinity.

Our study builds on these earlier reports. Using active
measurements from over 20,000 clients, we measure the affin-
ity and load-distribution for our own small-scale anycast de-
ployment, explore the reasons behind the observed load and
affinity, and evaluate techniques to control server load. In
addition to load and affinity, we use active measurements
to evaluate the (latency) proximity seen at clients to four
different anycast deployments. Finally, using our own de-
ployment, we study the behavior of IP Anycast under server
failure. As we describe in Section 6, our desire to use a large
number of client vantage points prevents us from measuring
the affinity and load to the DNS root-server deployments.
However, for completeness, we did perform such measure-
ments from a smaller set of clients that we have direct access
to (i.e., PlanetLab nodes and approximately 200 publicly-
available traceroute servers). Since the results were consis-
tent with the larger-scale measurements over our own de-
ployment, we only present the latter here. The details of
the PlanetLab-based study can be found in [5].

We are aware of two recent efforts that measure the per-
formance of IP Anycast using active probing from clients.
Sarat et. al. [31,32] use PlanetLab nodes [11] as vantage
points for evaluating the K-root, F-root and .ORG TLD de-
ployments. They measure proximity and affinity and report
poor proximity and moderate-to-poor affinity. Similarly,
using PlanetLab and approximately 200 volunteer nodes,
Boothe et al. [8] measure the affinity offered by the any-
casted DNS root-servers and report poor affinity. In direct
contrast to Boothe et al., PIAS [4] uses PlanetLab-based
measurements to claim that anycast flaps are relatively rare
for the same anycasted DNS root-servers. Relative to the
above, our study in this paper uses a significantly larger
number of client vantage points, performs a more detailed
analysis of affinity and proximity and evaluates deployment
strategies to improve the proximity offered by IP Anycast.
In addition, we explore load-distribution due to IP Anycast
and its behavior under failure.

3. DEPLOYMENTS MEASURED
An IP Anycast group is associated with an IP address

(hereon referred to as the anycast address for the group)
and servers join the group by just advertising this address
into the routing infrastructure. For an intra-domain any-
cast group with servers restricted to a single administrative
domain, this advertisement is into the intra-domain routing
protocol for the domain in question. For inter-domain any-
cast groups, each server advertises the anycast address2 into
BGP. Despite the simplicity of the basic idea, the interac-
tion with BGP, the involvement of multiple administrative

2In practice, each server must advertise a prefix for a block
of addresses into BGP. This is the anycast prefix for the
group and servers are accessible through all addresses in the
prefix.

Name Anycast AS# No. of
prefix servers

F root-server [45] 192.5.5.0/24 3557 27
J root-server [48] 192.58.128.0/24 26415 13
AS 112 [39] 192.175.48.0/24 112 20

Table 1: The three external IP Anycast deployments

that this paper evaluates.

Server Host-Site Host-site Upstream

Unicast address AS# provider

128.84.154.99 Cornell University 26 WCG

12.155.161.153 IR Berkeley 2386 ATT
195.212.206.142 IR Cambridge 65476 ATT-World

12.108.127.148 IR Pittsburgh 2386 ATT
12.17.136.150 IR Seattle 2386 ATT

Table 2: The internal IP Anycast deployment compris-

ing of five servers. Each of these advertise the any-

cast prefix (204.9.168.0/22) through a BGP peering with

their host-site onto the upstream provider. Note that IR

stands for “Intel-Research”.

domains etc. raise several interesting questions regarding
the behavior of inter-domain IP Anycast. This paper re-
stricts itself to studying issues related to inter-domain IP
Anycast. Also, while we focus on IPv4 Anycast, our results
should apply equally to IPv6 Anycast deployments.

Since clients can access an anycast group simply by send-
ing packets to the IP address associated with the group, IP
Anycast has been used for transparent replication of many
services including the DNS root-servers. For example, the F
root-server deployment is currently comprised of 37 servers
that form an IP Anycast group and each server advertises
the F root-server anycast prefix. The deployment is also
associated with its own AS number (AS#) which serves as
the origin AS for the anycast prefix. Thus, clients can ac-
cess a F root-server by sending packets to an address in
the prefix. In this paper, we evaluate three such currently
operational deployments - two anycasted DNS root-servers
and the AS112 anycast deployment.3 The anycasted AS112
servers are used to draw in reverse DNS queries to and for
the link local address space (RFC1918 addresses–10.0.0.0/8,
172.16.0.0/12 and 192.168.0.0/16). Since we have no control
over these deployments, we refer to these as external deploy-
ments. Table 1 gives details for the external deployments
including the number of the servers in each deployment at
the time of our experiments.4

In practice, each “server” in these deployments is a clus-
ter of hosts located behind some form of load-balancing
device. For example, for the F root-server, hosts in each
cluster form an intra-domain anycast group and it is the
server site’s gateway routers that balance incoming traffic
between them [2]. However, our focus on inter-domain any-
cast makes our measurements oblivious to this cluster-based
deployment. Thus, for the purpose of this paper, each server
site can be thought of as a single host.

The production-mode nature of these external deploy-
ments makes it difficult, if not impossible, to conduct con-
trolled experiments such as injecting server failure, or ma-

3The choice of the anycast deployment to measure was lim-
ited by the need to know the unicast addresses of the indi-
vidual anycast servers for our experiments.
4The F root-server and the AS112 deployments have since
grown to 37 servers each.



Region No. of clients % of Total
North America 12931 54.827

Central America 317 1.344
South America 461 1.954

Europe 5585 23.680
Asia 2402 10.184

S.E. Asia 566 2.400
Oceania 1196 5.071
Africa 187 0.792

Arctic Region 9 0.038
Unknown 204 0.864

Total 23858 100.000

Table 3: Geographic distribution of the clients used
in our study.

nipulating the advertisements at individual servers. For such
experiments we deployed our own IP Anycast service that
we call the internal deployment. For this, we obtained a
/22 prefix (204.9.168.0/22) and an AS# (33207) from ARIN
and deployed anycast servers at the five sites listed in ta-
ble 2. Each server advertises this prefix and AS# into BGP
through their host site and on to their upstream provider
and hence they form an IP Anycast group.

Note that an anycast server’s “host-site” refers to the
server’s immediately upstream AS while the “upstream
provider” refers to the closest major ISP (tier-1 or tier-2)
that provides transit for the server’s traffic. For example,
the internal deployment anycast server at Cornell has Cor-
nell (AS# 26) as its host-site and Williams Communication
(WCG – AS#7911) as its upstream provider. This differ-
ence between the host-site and upstream provider is a quirk
of the internal deployment; for most commercial IP Anycast
deployments, the host-site is also the upstream provider.

The internal deployment is as yet very small in scale. The
biggest hurdle in growing the deployment has been the site-
by-site negotiation with upstream providers (ATT, WCG)
to clear the advertisement of our anycast prefix. Note that
we do not require these upstream providers to actively in-
ject our prefix in the BGP but only propagate the adver-
tisement from the anycast servers onwards. Instead, the
approval from the ISPs is only due to the access control
ISPs often enforce on the AS numbers and network prefixes
they expect to see advertised from their customers. To ac-
celerate this site-by-site deployment, we are currently in the
process of deploying anycast servers over NLR [46]. Further
details about the internal deployment as well as the require-
ments for much welcome volunteer sites are available at [44].
While the small size of the internal deployment certainly
raises questions regarding the generality of our results, the
fact that (in retrospect) most of our results follow intuitive
reasoning supports the applicability of our study.

4. METHODOLOGY
A key observation guiding our measurement methodol-

ogy is that all three external deployments are DNS services.
Hence, the anycast servers that are part of these deploy-
ments are all DNS nameservers and we can probe them us-
ing DNS queries. However, since packets from a client to
the anycast address of any given anycast deployment are
delivered to one of the servers, a large number of clients
are needed to ensure that we are able to reach all the any-
cast servers. To achieve this we used the King measurement
technique [17]. King allows for measurement of latency be-
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Figure 1: Measurement Host M uses DNS queries
to direct client X to send packets to the anycast
address associated with the F root-server deploy-
ment. In the scenario depicted here, packets from
X are routed to the anycasted F root-server located
at Auckland, Australia. Note that we use a domain
under our control (anycast.guha.cc) to trick client X
into assuming that 192.5.5.241 is the authoritative
nameserver for the domain f-root.anycast.guha.cc.

tween any two arbitrary hosts on the Internet by utilizing
recursive nameservers near the hosts in question.

Using the same basic idea, we used recursive DNS name-
servers in the Internet as clients in our study. To this effect,
we took an address in each routable prefix in a BGP routing
table obtained from Route-Views [49] and determined if any
of the nameservers authoritative for the in-addr.arpa name
associated with the address had recursion enabled. For ex-
ample, for the prefix 128.84.223.0/24, we determined if any
of the nameservers authoritative for the name 1.223.84.128.
in-addr.arpa. had recursion enabled. This approach yield-
ed a list of 23,858 unique recursive nameservers. Table 3 de-
tails the geographic distribution of these nameservers. The
nameservers belong to 7,566 different ASs. Hence, they pro-
vide us a view of the anycast deployments from 7,566 of the
18,391 routeable ASs on the Internet (based on a BGP rout-
ing table obtained from Route-Views). The quantity and
the spread of these nameservers makes us confident that our
measurements closely reflect the behavior of IP Anycast as
seen from hosts in the Internet in general.

Note that using a large number of clients yields a more
representative picture for all the metrics we measure in this
paper. For example, the scale of our study makes our argu-
ments regarding client load distribution across the anycast
deployment significantly more representative than (say) just
using PlanetLab for measurements. Moreover, our use of
widely-dispersed Internet nameservers as clients avoids the
bias that would be introduced were we to use PlanetLab
hosts as clients. This bias could severely impact the affin-
ity, proximity and load measurements. For example, one of
the J-root servers is connected to the GEANT network and
hence, can be accessed through Internet2. Consequently, a
large fraction of PlanetLab nodes are routed to this server
when they probe the J-root anycast address.

Evaluating an IP Anycast deployment from the perspec-
tive of any client (say X) in the list requires that we be
able to direct X to send packets to the anycast address of
the deployment. As suggested by [17], we leveraged the
fact that X is a recursive nameserver and hence, is willing
to resolve DNS queries on behalf of other hosts. We can



thus “trick” client X into sending DNS queries to an any-
cast address by making the NS record for a domain point
to the address in question and querying X for any record
in that domain. We used anycast.guha.cc, a domain we
own, for this purpose. For example, in case of the F root-
server deployment with anycast address 192.5.5.241, we cre-
ated a domain f-root.anycast.guha.cc with its NS record
pointing to 192.5.5.241. As illustrated in figure 1, query-
ing client X for any record in this domain (for example,
random no.f-root.anycast.guha.cc) causes X to resolve
the NS record for f-root.anycast.guha.cc (packets (2) and
(3)), and then send a query to the anycast address for the
F root-server deployment (packet (4)). A minor practical
problem with this approach is that a client may be config-
ured to resend query (4) a number of times on seeing that
the response (5) is an error. As suggested by [17], we weeded
out clients that may resend queries on receiving an error as
follows: we directed each client to the anycast address of the
internal anycast deployment and logged the DNS queries at
each of the servers of the internal deployment to determine
the number of times query (4) is sent.

The experiments presented in the paper use this basic
technique for various tasks such as determining the partic-
ular anycast server accessed by each client and the latency
of doing so. For example, to determine the latency from a
client X to the anycast address of the F root-server, we:

• Send a recursive DNS query to client X for the NS
record for f-root.anycast.guha.cc: this primes client
X’s cache with the fact that the F root-server anycast
address corresponds to the authoritative nameserver for
the domain f-root.anycast.guha.cc

• Send an iterative DNS query to client X: since an it-
erative query is answered by client X based on local
information, this provides us with an estimate of the
latency for packets {(1),(6)} in figure 1.

• Send a recursive DNS query to client X for the A record
for random no.f-root.anycast.guha.cc: as shown in
figure 1, this causes client X to send packets to the
F root-server anycast address and provides us with an
estimate of the latency for packets {(1), (4), (5), (6)}.

This process is repeated eight times and the difference be-
tween the minimum measured latency for packets {(1), (4),
(5), (6)} and {(1), (6)} is used as an estimate of the round-
trip anycast latency from client X to the F root-server.

5. PROXIMITY
The value of anycast as a server selection primitive is in

part due to its ability to find close servers. With IP Any-
cast, packets destined to an anycast address are routed to
the server closest to the client in terms of the metrics used
by the underlying routing protocol. For inter-domain IP
Anycast, it is the BGP decision process (including routing
policies) at the various ASs that governs the anycast server
accessed by each client. This implies that anycast packets
from clients may not be delivered to servers that are close
in terms of latency and recent studies [4,32] have, in fact,
indicated that IP Anycast offers poor latency-based proxim-
ity. In this section we use latency measurements from our ≈
20,000 clients to show that this is indeed the case for exist-
ing anycast deployments. However, we also argue that poor
latency can be avoided through a planned deployment.
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Figure 2: CDF for the difference between the any-
cast and minimum unicast latency for the external
and the internal deployments.

Methodology: To determine the quality of proximity
offered by an IP Anycast deployment to a given client, we
need to determine the following latencies:

• Unicast Latency to all anycast servers - here, unicast
latency to an anycast server is the latency from the
client to the unicast address of the server. Given that
each client is a recursive nameserver, the King approach
for determining latencies between two hosts applies here
directly.

• Anycast Latency for the client or the latency from the
client to the anycast address of the deployment. The
procedure for determining the anycast latency for a
client was described in the previous section.

We define stretch-factor as the difference between the any-
cast latency and the minimum unicast latency for a client.
The stretch factor thus represents the quality of latency-
based proximity an anycast deployment offers a client. We
determined the stretch factor for each client in our list for
the external and internal anycast deployments.

Results: Figure 2 shows the CDF for the stretch factor
for all the clients. We see that for all four anycast deploy-
ments, a fair fraction of clients are not routed to the server
closest to them.5 For example, the number of clients that
are routed to a server that is more than 30msec farther away
from the closest server ranges from 31% (for the internal de-
ployment) to 61% (for the AS112 deployment). Similarly,
in case of the J root-server deployment, 40% of the clients
incur a stretch-factor of more than 100msec.

The internal and the external anycast deployments have
been deployed such that most of the anycast servers have
different upstream providers. For example, in case of the
internal deployment, the anycast servers have three different
upstream providers. We believe that it is this deployment
model that makes these services vulnerable to the fact that
Internet routing is not based on latency as reflected by the
inefficacy of IP Anycast in selecting closeby anycast servers
for these deployments.

The following anecdotal scenario serves to illustrate the
causes for the poor proximity. We use the example of a pub-
licly available traceroute-server at UC-Berkeley (net.berk
5The poor selection in case of F root-server deployment can
be attributed to their use of hierarchical anycast [1,45] In
effect, only 2 of the 27 F root-servers advertise the F-root
anycast prefix globally and so, it is not fair to compare the
anycast latency to the minimum unicast latency across all
the 27 servers. However, this is not the case for the other
deployments we measured.
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Figure 4: AS-level connectivity for the anycasted in-
ternal deployment – from the point of inter-domain
routing, AS# 33207 is a multihomed stub AS.

eley.edu) acting as a client trying to access the internal
anycast deployment. Anycast packets from this client are
routed to the server at Cornell (latency=87msec) instead of
the close-by server at Berkeley (latency=9msec). Figure 3
shows the relevant AS-level connectivity with the relevant
POPs of ATT (upstream provider for the server at Berke-
ley) and WCG (upstream provider for the server at Cornell).
We used BGP looking-glass servers to determine that Level3
has at least two paths for the internal deployment’s any-
cast prefix: one through WCG’s Santa Clara POP with AS-
PATH=[7911, 26, 33207] and the other through ATT’s San
Francisco POP with AS-PATH=[7018, 2386, 33207]. The
Level3 routers in the area choose the first path as the best
path and hence, anycast packets from the client are deliv-
ered to the anycast server at Cornell. This path is labeled
as “Actual Path” in the figure.

This example points to the crux of why Internet rout-
ing yields poor proximity for the measured anycast deploy-
ments. From the point of view of inter-domain routing, an
anycasted AS is equivalent to a multi-homed stub AS (see
figure 4). However, anycasting introduces multi-homing sce-
narios which differ significantly from normal multi-homing
scenarios. In typical multihoming, multiple peerings of the
multihomed stub AS are in the same geographical area. As
a consequence, selection of paths from clients to the mul-
tihomed AS based on ISP policies and AS-PATH length
leads to acceptable performance. On the other hand, for

Internal Deployment
(AS# 33207)  

Seattle
Pittsburgh

Berkeley 

ATT 
(AS# 7018) 

Level3   

(AS# 3356) 
Level3 routers route
anycast packets to an
ATT POP based on
ATT MEDs (’’’late-exit’)
or Level3’s intra-domain
metrics (’’early exit’’)

ATT routers route 
anycast packets to  the
anycast server closest  
in terms on ATT’s 
intra-domain metrics

Figure 5: Shown here is a deployment with ATT as
the common upstream provider – ASs beyond ATT
route the anycast packets to ATT’s network. Here,
Level3’s routers route anycast packets to a close-
by ATT POP which then routes the packets to the
closest anycast server.

an anycasted AS, the multiple peerings are geographically
dispersed and this is not accounted for in the existing inter-
domain routing set-up. In the example above, Level3 re-
ceives two paths to the anycasted internal deployment of
equal AS-PATH length and is not aware of the actual phys-
ical difference between the length of these paths. Conse-
quently, there is a good chance that Level3 may choose a
route that causes the anycast packets to be routed to a dis-
tant anycast server. In other words, current route selection
mechanisms have a much higher chance of making an un-
suitable choice when selecting paths to an anycasted AS.

Although negative, the importance of this observation
cannot be overemphasized. It brings to light that while the
routing protocols used to choose paths to unicast destina-
tions work naturally for anycast destinations too, the met-
rics used for routing decisions can lead to a poor choice of
anycast server in terms of latency. While changing routing
protocols to differentiate between anycast and unicast pre-
fixes would be one possible approach to address this prob-
lem, a more practical approach would be to plan the deploy-
ment of the anycast servers so as to account for inter-domain
route selection.

We hypothesize that deploying the anycast servers such
that all of them have the same upstream provider and the
servers are spread across the provider is one such deploy-
ment approach – this approach was briefly mentioned in [4]
but was not explored in any detail. This approach is based
on two key observations. First, an ISP that is an upstream
provider for some of the anycast servers routes incoming any-
cast traffic to the server closest among them – this is a conse-
quence of the fact intra-domain traffic engineering is mostly
consistent with latency sensitive routing [34]. For exam-
ple, in case of the internal deployment, ATT is an upstream
provider for three of the five anycast servers. Routers in
ATT’s network receive routes of equal AS-PATH length and
equal preference from each of these anycast servers. Hence,
the BGP decision process causes incoming anycast packets
at any ATT POP to be routed to the server that is clos-
est in terms of the intra-domain metrics used by ATT. As
the measurements presented next show, this server is also
closest in terms of latency in a large majority of cases.

Second, such a deployment de-couples route selection at
the common upstream provider from the selection at ASs
beyond it. Due to reasons detailed above, the common up-
stream provider delivers incoming anycast packets to the
closest server. Any ASs farther away from the anycast server
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Figure 6: CDF for the difference between the any-
cast and minimum unicast latency for various sub-
sets of the internal deployment. Here, All - x implies
measurements with server x switched off.

sites than the upstream provider only need to select among
the possible routes to the upstream provider. Figure 5 il-
lustrates this. Of these ASs, the ones that use an “early-
exit” (or hot-potato routing) routing policy would route
anycast packets to the closest POP of the common upstream
provider. Alternatively, ASs that use a “late-exit” (or cold-
potato routing) routing policy would honor the MEDs of
the upstream provider and route anycast packets to the up-
stream provider POP that is most suitable for delivery to the
closest of the deployed anycast servers. While it is possible
that an AS may choose overly long paths to the upstream
provider, the prevalence of the two aforementioned policies
amongst ASs leads us to believe that this would not be the
norm and our measurements confirm this. Its also important
to note that any overhead arising due to the choices made
at this step of the selection process also apply to the inter-
domain routing in general and are not specific to anycast
per se.

Hence, in case of the internal deployment, we would like
to ensure that instead of five servers with three different
upstream providers, all the servers should have the same
provider. As a matter of fact, the subset of the internal de-
ployment comprising of the three servers at Berkeley, Pitts-
burgh and Seattle conforms to our deployment proposal.
These servers have the same upstream provider (ATT) and
are geographically spread out. With this three server de-
ployment, all anycast packets would be routed to the ATT
network and then delivered by ATT to the (closest) anycast
server. For instance, if the sample client (net.berkeley.edu)
presented above accessed this deployment, it would be routed
to the server at Berkeley. This is because, in figure 3, Level3
would not receive an advertisement for the anycast prefix
from WCG. Instead, Level3’s routers would route the client’s
packets to the ATT POP at San Francisco. The routers in
ATT’s San Francisco POP would in turn route these pack-
ets to the nearest anycast server. Thus, the anycast packets
would be routed to the server at Berkeley and not at Seattle
or Pittsburgh. We validated this by stopping the advertise-
ment of the anycast prefix from the Cornell and the Cam-
bridge server to remove them from the anycast deployment
and observing that the anycasted packets from the sample
client were delivered to the anycast server at Berkeley. This
path labeled as “Ideal Path” in figure 3.

To validate this hypothesis, we repeated the stretch fac-
tor measurements for our list of clients with only subsets of
the internal deployment operational. Figure 6 shows the re-
sults from these measurements. As can be seen, an anycast

deployment comprising of just the three servers at Berke-
ley, Pittsburgh and Seattle (labeled as “All - Cam - Cor”
in the figure) yields good proximity with just 5% of the
clients incurring a stretch factor of more than 30msec. Note
that it may seem that this improvement in the stretch fac-
tor for clients is due to the fact that the choice of servers
has reduced from five to three. To account for this we also
measured the proximity offered by a deployment with the
three servers at Seattle, Cornell and Cambridge. All these
servers have a different upstream provider and as can be
seen from the figure (curve labeled as “All - Pit - Berk”),
this yields poor proximity too. These results show that an
anycast deployment with all servers having the same up-
stream provider does provide good latency-based proximity
to clients.

As a matter of fact, this result can be generalized. It
is possible to have anycast deployments with multiple up-
stream providers for the anycast servers. However, all the
upstream providers should have reasonable global geographic
spread (in essence, tier-1 ISPs with a global network) and for
each upstream provider, there must be a sufficient number
of servers to cover the geographical spread of the provider.
In such a set-up, whenever any of the upstream providers re-
ceives an anycast packet, there is a close-by anycast server
that the packet can be routed to. ASs beyond these up-
stream providers would choose to route the anycast packets
to one of the upstream providers and since all the providers
are well covered by the anycast servers, this choice does
not have a lot of bearing on the anycast path length. Due
to reasons described earlier, each AS beyond the upstream
providers for the anycast deployment would most likely route
the packets to a suitable POP of the upstream provider it
chooses. Thus, a deployment according to this model would
offer good latency based proximity to clients. The small size
of the existing internal deployment does not allow us to val-
idate this claim; however, this is something that we aim to
address in future work.

6. FAILOVER TIME
Inter-domain IP Anycast involves each site advertising the

anycast prefix into BGP. Consequently, when an anycast
server fails, the process by which clients using the failed
server are re-routed to other operational servers is tied to
BGP convergence. Past studies have shown that failures
at multi-homed end sites can lead to a convergence process
that may last for minutes [23]. Such a slow failover, if it
applies to IP Anycast to, would not bode well for a number
proposed uses of IP Anycast. Hence we decided to measure
the failover rate for the internal anycast deployment. To the
best of our knowledge, this represents the first attempt to
study the failure-mode behavior of IP Anycast.

Methodology: In order to determine the rate at which
clients failover when an anycast server fails, we need to be
able to determine the specific anycast server that each client
is routed to. To this effect, we configured the anycast servers
in the internal deployment to act as authoritative name-
servers for a domain under our control (internal.anycast.
guha.cc) and to respond to TXT-type DNS queries for this
domain with a location-specific string. So for example, a
TXT-type DNS query for this domain from a client whose
anycast packets are routed to the anycast server at Cornell
will receive “Cornell” as the response. This, when combined
with the ability to direct clients to send DNS queries to the
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which responds with a location-specific string (“cor-
nell”)

anycast address of the internal deployment, allows us to de-
termine the anycast server being accessed by all clients in
our list. Figure 7 illustrates this process for one client.

The internal deployment servers have been configured to
respond to TXT-type queries with a TTL value of 0. This
implies that clients cannot cache the response from the any-
cast server and hence, need to send packets to the deploy-
ment’s anycast address each time they are queried. Also,
note that since we don’t have any way to determine the
anycast server accessed by clients for the external deploy-
ments6, the measurements in this and the following sections
are restricted to the internal deployment.

Given this, we determined the impact of the failure of each
server in the internal deployment on clients being routed to
that server. We induced failures at individual servers by
tearing down their BGP peerings leading to a BGP with-
drawal being generated for the anycast prefix. Concurrently,
we sent the aforementioned TXT queries to the anycast ad-
dress through the clients that were being routed to the failed
server at a rate of once every five seconds for three minutes
and at a rate of once per minute for the next fifty-seven min-
utes leading to a total probe period of one hour. For each
such client, we determined the time it takes for the client
to failover and “settle” at a different anycast server. This
is referred to as the failover time for the client. Note that
during the convergence process, a client may be temporarily
routed to a server different from the server it is finally set-
tles on. For example, a client accessing the Cornell server
before it failed may be temporarily routed to the server at
Cambridge before being routed to the server at Pittsburgh
for good. The time between the failure and the first query
that is routed to the Pittsburgh is the client’s failover time.

We would also like to clarify that unlike affinity (as dis-
cussed in the next section), fast failover is not very relevant
with regards to the feasibility of running connection oriented
services on top of IP Anycast. In a vast majority of the sce-
narios, the failure of a server would also break all client
connections irrespective of how fast the failover process is.
Instead, the failover time characterizes the time after a fail-
ure for which clients using the failed server cannot utilize
the anycast service.

6Some of the anycasted DNS root-server deployments do
allow users to query them for the particular server the user
is being routed to [45]. However, these queries have been
chosen such that they cannot be generated through recursive
nameservers, probably to avoid the possibility of this being
used for a DNS-amplification attack on the root-servers [47].
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Figure 8: The failover and recovery times for the
servers in the internal deployment.

Similarly, we also restarted the failed servers by re-estab-
lishing their BGP peerings and determined the time it takes
for clients that were originally using the server in question
to be routed back to it again. This time between the re-
establishment of the peering and the re-routing of a client
to the server is referred to as the recovery time for the client.
For each server in the internal deployment, we induced fail-
ures and restarts and measured the failover and the recovery
time for the clients using the server. These experiments were
repeated 5 times each – we avoided more runs because the
experiments impose a heavy query load on nameservers that
we don’t own.

Results: Figure 8 shows the CDF for the failover and re-
covery times corresponding to each server in the deployment
(the time axis has been shortened in the interest of clarity).
The servers at Cornell and Cambridge have similar failure
mode behavior with a median failover time of ≈35 seconds
and a 95th percentile of ≈120 seconds. The peaks around 30
and 60 seconds in these curves can be attributed to the BGP
MinRouteAdverTimer which governs the time between up-
dates for the same prefix to the BGP same peer. The value
of this timer defaults to 30 seconds on many routers [25].
On the other hand, the servers at Berkeley, Pittsburgh and
Seattle have a median failover time ranging from 7 to 12
seconds with a 95th percentile of 14 to 18 seconds. The
trends in the recovery times are less obvious and we don’t
completely understand these results.

In case of the server at Cornell, there is no other anycast
server with WCG as an upstream provider. Consequently,
the failure of this server causes clients using the server to
be re-routed to servers with other upstream providers. This
also implies that the BGP updates resulting from the server
failure need to be propagated beyond WCG’s network. As
a result, the failover process involves a number of ASs, is
impacted by the various BGP timers and overall, is affected
by delayed routing convergence resulting in the large failover
time. A similar explanation applies to the failure of the
server at Cambridge.



On the other hand, the other three servers at Berkeley,
Pittsburgh and Seattle offer much faster failover. This is an
outcome of the fact that these servers have the same up-
stream provider (ATT). Thus, when one of the servers fails,
clients accessing that server are routed to the one of the
other two servers. To verify this, we determined the frac-
tion of clients that go to other operational servers when a
particular server fails – this is plotted in figure 9. As can
be seen, in case of a failure at Berkeley, Seattle and Pitts-
burgh, most of the clients are re-routed to one of the other
two operational servers from the same group. This implies
that when one of these servers fails, the BGP convergence
process is restricted mostly to ATT’s network resulting in
faster failover.

The distribution of clients when a server fails (figure 9)
can also be used to explain some of the trends in figure 8(a).
For example, almost all the clients accessing the Berkeley
server when it fails are routed to the server at Seattle. As
a result, the failover time for the Berkeley server is almost
the same for all clients accessing it. On the other hand, a
small fraction of clients accessing the Seattle server when
it fails are routed to the server at Cornell.7 This explains
the inflection point in the failover time for the Seattle server
showing that a small fraction of the clients take much more
time to failover than the rest.

These results suggest that in an IP Anycast deployment
with a number of anycast servers per upstream provider (as
proposed in the previous section), the failure of an any-
cast server would cause clients to be routed to one of the
other servers with the same upstream provider. Hence, the
proposed deployment model is conducive to fast failover
with a large majority of clients being rerouted to another
server within 20 seconds. Reports that many commercial
DNS-based anycast deployments aim for similar sub-minute
failover times (by using a TTL values between 10-20 seconds
[22,33]) lead us to conclude the failover rate of a planned IP
Anycast deployment should suffice for almost all anycast
applications.

On a broader note, our study shows that while results
from previous studies reporting slow BGP convergence [23]
do apply to IP Anycast deployments in general, an IP Any-
cast deployment can be planned so as to decouple anycast
failover from delayed routing convergence. In effect, this
addresses the long held belief that IP Anycast is bound to
provide very slow failover, for example, the possibility of
server failures causing outages of five or more minutes [42].
As a matter of fact, the clustered deployment model (as de-
scribed in section 3) used by most commercial IP Anycast
deployments was primarily motivated by the need to decou-
ple host failure from BGP events. While we agree that us-
ing clustered hosts at each anycast server site is a necessary
part of the IP Anycast deployment picture, an IP Anycast
deployment conforming to our deployment proposal ensures
that even when an entire server site fails, clients do not have
to wait an inordinate amount of time for failover.

7The failure of the Seattle server probably causes ATT to
modify the MEDs on the anycast prefix advertisements it
propagates to its peers, some of whom then choose to route
anycast packets to other servers that don’t have ATT as
an upstream provider. This explains why some clients are
routed to Cornell when the server at Seattle fails.
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Figure 9: As a server fails, clients that were being
routed to the server are now routed to other op-
erational servers. The Y-axis shows the fraction of
clients that failover to each other operational server
when the particular server on the X-axis fails.

7. AFFINITY
The fact that IP Anycast is a network layer service implies

that two consecutive anycast packets from a single client
need not be routed to the same server. For example, in case
of the internal deployment, it is possible that a client whose
anycast packets were being routed to the server at Cornell
suddenly gets routed to the server at Cambridge. Such an
occurrence, hereon referred to as a flap, would break any
higher-layer connections (for example, TCP connections)
that may exist between the client and the anycast service.
Hence, determining the affinity offered by IP Anycast is im-
portant for characterizing its the impact on stateful services
being run on top.

As mentioned earlier, past studies have painted a con-
tradictory picture of IP Anycast affinity. A study using a
few (<200) PlanetLab nodes as vantage points [4] claimed
that flaps are relatively rare; for example, they reported a
median inter-flap duration when probing the F root-servers
to be more than 10 days. Similarly, operators of the any-
casted K root-server [12] found that their IP Anycast deploy-
ment offers very good affinity. On the other hand, a study
based on a few (<200) volunteer and PlanetLab nodes [8,31]
and anecdotal evidence from the anycasted J root-server [6]
support claims to the contrary. For example, Boothe et.
al. [8] found the median inter-flap duration to be 1.4 hours
for PlanetLab nodes and 3 hours for their volunteer nodes.
As a matter of fact, IP Anycast affinity and its suitability
for stateful services has been passionately debated on many
mailing lists; a summary of some these discussions can be
found at [43]. However, none of the aforementioned studies
have attempted to delve into the reasons behind the rout-
ing flaps (few or many) observed by them. In this section,
we present a detailed analysis of the affinity offered by the
internal anycast deployment as determined through active
probing from our clients.

Methodology: The TXT-record based querying describ-
ed in section 6 allows us to determine the particular anycast
server that anycast packets from a given client are routed
to. Using this, we can periodically query a client in order
to capture the anycast flaps experienced by it. For these
experiments, we randomly chose 5200 clients from our list of
clients and determined the number of flaps they experience
by querying them at a rate of once per minute for a period
of 17 days.
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Figure 10: Affinity measurements for our anycast
deployment – the measurements involve 5277 name-
servers as vantage points and span a period of 17
days.
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Figure 11: Clustered flaps and their contribution
towards the total number of flaps – there are a small
number of large clusters but a majority of the flaps
belong to very small sized clusters.

Results: Figure 10 shows a CDF for the number of clients
observing the respective number of flaps. The figure shows
that ∼40% of the clients do not observe any flap, ∼95% of
the nodes observe less than a flap per day (less than 17 flaps
in total) and ∼99% of the clients observe less than 10 flaps
per day. Overall, the trace comprises of 290,814 flaps of
which 266,967 (∼92% of the total) were observed by just 58
(∼1%) clients. Hence, apart from this very small fraction
of nodes, the internal anycast deployment seems to provide
very good affinity.

These anycast flaps can occur due to a variety of events
ranging from link, peering or server failures to ASs load-
balancing the anycast traffic across multiple links. Typically,
the impact of a given event depends on its location: events
near an anycast server or in a core ISP would cause a number
of clients to flap while the impact of an event close to a client
site would be restricted to a small number of clients. Given
this observation, we proceeded to use temporal clustering to
construct events out of the flaps seen in our trace. The idea
here is to cluster flaps that occur close by in time on the
assumption that they are probably due to the same routing
event. Hence, we clustered the flaps observed at all the
clients such that flaps within 10 seconds of each other were
in the same cluster. Since flaps in the cluster are assumed to
be due to the same routing event, we limited the maximum
cluster size to 180 seconds, i.e. no two flaps more than 180
seconds apart can be in the same cluster. This is similar
to the BGP update clustering used in [14]. The clustering
results presented here are not very sensitive to the maximum
cluster size – clustering with a maximum cluster size of 120
and 240 seconds yielded similar results. Using this approach,
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Figure 12: Probes at a rate of once per second from
an unstable client. Each plotted point in the fig-
ure represents a probe and shows the server it is
routed to – as can be seen, the client flaps very fre-
quently between the anycast servers at Cornell and
Cambridge.

the 290,814 flaps yielded 22,319 clusters with the largest
cluster containing 1,634 flaps.

Figure 11 shows the distribution of the fraction of the
total number of flaps that occur in the cluster. The figure
has a small number of moderate-to-large clusters and these
correspond to infrequent BGP events near the servers or in
core ISPs. This further buttresses our argument that IP
Anycast does not have any harmful interactions with inter-
domain routing. More importantly, the figure has a long tail
depicting a very large number of very small clusters. These
correspond to events near clients. As a matter of fact, a
large majority of these clusters comprise of flaps seen at the
highly unstable clients. This points to the fact that even
the very small fraction of clients that observe poor affinity
do so due to events that are close to them.

Further, the frequency at which the unstable clients ob-
serve flaps leads us to believe that these clients are multi-
homed and are using some kind of dynamic load-balancing
across multiple upstream providers. For example, the client
which observed the most flaps belongs to AS# 15710 which,
in turn, has two upstream providers – AS# 3356 (Level3)
and AS# 8928 (INTEROUTE). This client observed almost
continuous flaps between the server at Cornell and Cam-
bridge in our trace. To investigate further, we probed this
client at a rate of once per second for a period of two hours.
Figure 12 shows the server each probe is routed to (for clar-
ity, we show the probes only for a two minute duration – the
rest of the trace is similar). The figure shows that the client
experiences very frequent flaps. In many cases, consecu-
tive probes are routed to different servers. Given that BGP
events occur at much coarser time scale, this high frequency
of flaps suggests dynamic load balancing by the client.

To validate our conjecture, we used the view of inter-
domain routing available through Route-Views [49] and CID
R-Report [41] to determine the AS-level connectivity of the
unstable clients. The 58 unstable clients belong to 47 dis-
tinct ASs and at least 42 of these have multiple upstream
ASs. Since we do not have control over these clients, and
hence cannot determine if the client ASs are indeed load-
balancing across their upstream ASs, we conducted an e-
mail survey of the client ASs to determine if this is indeed
the case. The survey yielded just five responses, though all
the five ASs claimed to be using some form of load balanc-
ing across their provider. While the exact set-up of these
clients begs further investigation, all the evidence at hand
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Figure 13: Load on the anycast sites of anycast de-
ployment in the default case and with various kinds
of AS path prepending at the sites. Here, Load Frac-
tion for a site is the ratio of the number of clients us-
ing the site to the total number of clients (≈20000).

leads us to conclude that dynamic load-balancing by clients
is the root-cause of the poor affinity observed by them.

8. CLIENT LOAD DISTRIBUTION
Clients access an IP Anycast deployment simply by send-

ing packets to its anycast address and it is the routing infras-
tructure that is responsible for delivering the packets to the
one of the servers. Consequently, anycast operators don’t
have any control over the number of clients that each server
handles. In this section, we study the distribution of client
load across the internal deployment and evaluate means by
which this can be controlled.

We used the TXT-record based querying described in sec-
tion 6 to determine the distribution of all clients in our list
across the servers in the internal deployment. The set of
bars corresponding to “0 AS-hop” in figure 13(a) shows this
distribution. As can be seen, in the default set-up, most
of the clients (≈90%) are routed to the server at Cornell,
Cambridge or Pittsburgh. This result is consistent with the
uneven load distribution of clients across the anycasted J

root-servers [6] and K root-servers [12]. Hence, IP Anycast,
by itself, does not balance client load across the anycast
servers.

It is interesting to note that the distribution of clients is
skewed even amongst the servers that have ATT as their up-
stream since a lot more clients are routed to Pittsburgh than
to Seattle and Berkeley. On the other hand, the proximity
measurements in section 5 showed that anycast packets com-
ing into the ATT network are routed to the closest of these
three anycast servers. This would imply that most of the
clients in our list that are routed to ATT are closer to the
server at Pittsburgh than to the other two servers. In effect,
this brings out the implicit trade-off between proximity and
load-balance. An anycast deployment which offers optimal
latency-based selection of the anycast server is unlikely to
achieve an even distribution of clients across the servers in
the deployment.

Given the uneven load distribution, we would like to in-
vestigate if anycast operators can use routing advertisement
manipulations at individual server sites to control the num-
ber of clients routed to them. In the rest of this section
we evaluate the effectiveness of AS-PATH prepending as
a means of controlling the client load on anycast servers.
AS-PATH prepending at a server involves increasing the
length of the AS-PATH in the BGP advertisement that the
server propagates and hence, should wean some of the clients
away from it. For example, when “1 AS-hop” prepending
is used at the Cornell site, the AS-PATH seen by the Cor-
nell server’s peer is [33207 33207].8 Similarly, “2 AS-hop”
prepending implies that the Cornell server advertises the
internal deployment anycast prefix with the AS-PATH as
[33207 33207 33207].

Figure 13(a) shows the distribution of client load across
the anycast servers when path prepending is used at the
Cornell server. As can be seen, prepending 1 AS-hop causes
the fraction of clients being routed to the Cornell server to
reduce from 34% to 23%. However, the reduction in load ta-
pers off beyond this with ≈18% of the clients being routed to
the Cornell server irrespective of the amount of prepending
used. This can be explained in terms of typical ISP policies
and the BGP decision process: the ISP policy (expressed as
weights and local preferences) has higher priority than the
AS-PATH length in the BGP decision process. Thus, ASs
that choose to use the Cornell server as dictated by their
routing policies are oblivious to the amount of prepending
being done and the impact of path prepending soon runs
into diminishing returns. Figure 13(b) shows the variation
of client load with path prepending at the Cambridge server.
These results follow a pattern similar to what is described
above with the client load on the Cambridge server reducing
and then tapering off.

Figure 13(c) shows the distribution of client load with
path prepending at Pittsburgh, Seattle and Berkeley. These
are the three anycast sites with the same upstream provider
(ATT). The figure shows that prepending the AS-PATH of
the advertisement at the Pittsburgh server causes the num-
ber of clients routed to Pittsburgh to drop to zero. Since
the servers at Seattle and Berkeley also have ATT as the up-
stream provider, using AS-PATH prepending at Pittsburgh
causes routers in ATT’s network to prefer both the Berke-
ley and the Seattle servers to the Pittsburgh server. Hence,

8As mentioned earlier, 33207 is the origin AS used for the
internal deployment.



all anycast traffic reaching ATT’s network is split between
the Seattle and Berkeley servers only. Results for 1-AS hop
prepending at Seattle and Berkeley are analogous.

These results imply that if some servers in an anycast
deployment have the same upstream provider, all of them
need to prepend the AS-PATH in their advertisements in
order to divert clients away from them. In the internal de-
ployment, diverting clients away from the three servers with
ATT as their upstream ISP (Pittsburgh, Seattle and Berke-
ley) would require all of them to use path prepending. The
final set of bars in figure 13(c) shows the load distribution
across our deployment in such a scenario.

Hence, while AS-PATH prepending can be used to manip-
ulate load across servers with different providers, it is not
effective for manipulating load within the set of servers with
the same provider. Alternatively, in an IP Anycast service
deployed according to the model presented in section 5, AS-
PATH prepending can only be used for balancing load across
between groups of servers that have the same upstream ISP.
For example, consider a deployment with a few servers hav-
ing ATT as their upstream provider and the rest having
WCG as their upstream provider. The servers with ATT as
their upstream need to use AS-PATH prepending together
to divert clients towards the servers with WCG as their up-
stream. For balancing the client load across servers with the
same upstream provider, the servers need some sort of traffic
engineering arrangement with their common provider. For
instance, many ISPs allow their customers to manipulate in-
coming traffic through the use of specific BGP community
attributes in their routing advertisements [10,50]. Anycast
servers with the same provider can thus use such mecha-
nisms to coarsely control the number of clients routed to
them. We are currently in the process of talks with ISPs
who would allow us to host anycast servers and experiment
with such mechanisms.

Finally, note that these mechanisms provide operators
with a coarse-grained control over the distribution of clients
across server sites (or groups of sites). For instance, this
could be used by anycast operators in the face of a DoS
attack on the deployment to redistribute traffic away from
server sites under strain. Beyond this, anycast operators can
use load balancing devices at server sites for a fine grained
control over the distribution of clients being served by the
site across the hosts that are part of the site. As a matter of
fact, current commercial IP Anycast deployments use such
mechanisms for balancing the number of clients served by
individual cluster hosts at each site.

9. DISCUSSION
Section 2 described previous IP Anycast measurement

studies. Here we discuss other research efforts relevant to
IP Anycast and relate our study to this broader context.

In addition to its implementation at the network layer,
anycast can also be implemented at the application layer.
Application-layer anycast provides a one-to-any service that
maps a high-level name, such as a DNS name, into one of
multiple servers, returning the selected server’s IP address to
the client. Such an approach offers a number of advantages
over IP Anycast: it is easier to deploy, offers fine-grained
control over the load on the servers and can provide very
fast failover to clients. And indeed, these advantages have
led to the widespread adoption of application layer anycast
as a service discovery primitive. For example, commercial

CDNs [38] use DNS-based redirection (in combination with
URL-rewriting) to direct clients to an appropriate server.
Related proposals in the academic community include, but
are not restricted to, [13,15,35–37].

In spite of these advantages, application-layer anycast is
not a panacea. The fact that IP Anycast operates at the
network layer implies that it is the only form of anycast
that can be used by low-level protocols; e.g., the use of any-
cast in IPv4-to-IPv6 transition [19]. As importantly, oper-
ating at the network layer gives IP Anycast a “ground level”
resilience not easily achieved by application-layer anycast –
e.g., using DNS-based redirection to achieve resilience across
a group of web servers requires first that the DNS servers
themselves be available. It is this that makes IP Anycast
particularly well suited for replicating critical infrastructures
such as the DNS. For applications that do use IP Anycast,
our deployment proposal can be used to build an anycast
service that offers good proximity, fast failover, and control
over the distribution of client load.

While IP Anycast functionality is available even today, it
scales poorly in the number of anycast groups. Recognizing
its many advantages, GIA [20] and PIAS [4] seek to make
IP Anycast more broadly usable and propose solutions to
improve the scalability of IP Anycast. Our study focusses
on the basic effectiveness of IP Anycast, not its scalability,
and our results are relevant to the performance one might
expect of an IP Anycast service whether implemented as
a proxy-based service (PIAS) or a more scalable IP-layer
implementation (GIA).

Past studies have analyzed the use of AS-PATH prepend-
ing as a traffic engineering tool for multi-homed stub sites
[24,29] and have proposed automated mechanisms for this [9].
However, we are not aware of any studies analyzing the use
of AS-PATH prepending as a mechanism for controlling the
distribution of client load across anycasted servers. Simi-
larly, we conjecture other traffic engineering techniques can
also be used as a load distribution mechanism by anycast
operators. For example, some of the F root-servers use the
BGP no-export attribute as part of their anycast adver-
tisements. This restricts the scope of the advertisement em-
anating from the server and hence reduces the number of
clients served by it.

10. CONCLUSION
This paper presented the results of a detailed measure-

ment study of IP Anycast. Our study differs from previous
efforts on two fronts. First, we evaluate IP Anycast de-
ployments from a large number (>20,000) number of client
vantage points. Second, we deploy our own IP Anycast ser-
vice to perform controlled experiments that, for example,
allow us to study the failure-mode behavior of IP Anycast.
Our findings include:

1. IP Anycast, by itself, does not route clients to servers
that are close in terms of latency.

2. IP Anycast is affected by delayed routing convergence
and may be slow in re-routing clients in the face of
server failures.

3. IP Anycast offers good affinity to all clients with the ex-
ception of a a small fraction that explicitly load balance
traffic across multiple upstream providers. i.e., we find
IP Anycast does not interact poorly with inter-domain



routing and hence should not significantly impact state-
ful services.

4. IP Anycast services experience a skewed distribution of
client load across the anycast servers.

Based on these measurements, we hypothesize that an IP
Anycast deployment with a single upstream provider and
with servers spread across this provider would offer good
latency-based proximity. Our evaluation shows that this
holds in our internal anycast deployment. Further, we gen-
eralize this model and argue that for good proximity in an IP
Anycast deployment with multiple upstream providers, each
major upstream provider should be geographically spread
and well covered by anycast servers. Our evaluation fur-
ther suggests that such a deployment model provides fast
failover to clients. However, an evaluation of this approach
over larger deployments and fully characterizing the prox-
imity within such a model is a topic of future work. We
also evaluate the effectiveness of AS-PATH prepending to
manipulate the distribution of client load across servers and
find that it can be used for controlling the number of clients
routed to groups of anycast servers with the same upstream
provider. Overall, we find that an IP Anycast service can be
deployed to offer good proximity and fast failover to clients
while allowing for coarse-grained control over the distribu-
tion of client load across the deployment.

Our study is limited in several aspects. First, the size of
the internal deployment raises concerns regarding the gener-
ality of our results and benefits of our proposed deployment
model for larger deployments. Second, our internal deploy-
ment setup does not allow us to evaluate the effectiveness
of certain other traffic engineering techniques for controlling
client load. Finally, the use of external DNS nameservers as
clients in our study restricted the amount and rate of prob-
ing that could be done. For the same reason, our conjectures
regarding load balancing at clients had to be verified using
heuristics and survey data. Nonetheless, we hope the mea-
surement techniques presented here can serve in the large-
scale evaluation of experimental anycast deployments along
the lines presented in the paper. We are currently pursuing
the addition of anycast sites to our deployment which would
allow us to address some of the above limitations.

Note
The data sets used in this paper are available at
http://pias.gforge.cis.cornell.edu/measure.php.
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